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Objectives

• Provide a foundation on study design [epidemiology]

• Provide examples of implementing ML studies into 
clinical care at various hospitals in Ontario 



Crash-course in epidemiology



Most important step: coming up 
with a great Research Question
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Research Question

• Population

• Intervention [for RCT] Exposure [for non-RCT]

• Comparator or Control group

• Outcome



What type of question are you asking? 

• Causal question: randomized trial 

• “Causal” question: cohort or case control
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What type of question are you asking? 

• Causal question: randomized trial 

• Association question: cohort or case control

• Prediction question: cohort + fancy stats/ML



Now let’s talk about 
study design



Study designs

• “Experimental” 
• Randomized controlled trials 



The magic of randomization

• Randomization allows for:
• Removal of selection bias
• Balancing of measured confounders
• Balancing of unmeasured confounders 
• Everyone has the same time-zero



Unmeasured variable Placebo Empagliflozin

Blue eyes 10% 10%

Prior DKA 2% 2%

PRSS1 Gene 1% 1%

Zinman B et al., NEJM 2015
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Study types

• Experimental
• Randomized controlled trials 

• Observational 
• Ecological study
• Cross-sectional study
• Cohort study
• Case-control study
• Case-crossover
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Study types

• Experimental
• Randomized controlled trials 

• Observational 
• Ecological study
• Cross-sectional study
• Cohort study
• Case-control study
• Case-crossover



Cohort studies

• Defined by a cohort entry event and people are 
followed over time

• Cohort of medical students 

• Cohort of people at the talk today
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Higher risk of 
dementia with PPI 



Baseline characteristics Follow-up period

Baseline characteristics Follow-up periodNEW

NEW

Inclusion: Type 2 diabetes
Exclusion: Type 1 diabetes, prior DKA, 

end-stage renal disease 

Inclusion: Type 2 diabetes
Exclusion: Type 1 diabetes, prior DKA, 

end-stage renal disease 



But observational studies 
don’t randomize 
participants so how can we 
prevent bias? 



Confounding control by design
• New user design
• Active comparator 
• Relevant confounders identified 
• Confounders adjusted for
• Outcome identifiable and valid
• Sensitivity analyses demonstrate robustness

Ray WA, Am J Epidemiol, 2003
Schneeweiss et al, JAMA 2018
Fralick et al., JAMA IM, 2019



Preventing bias, beyond study design

• Matching
• Restriction 
• Stratification 

• Regression 

• MRS. Robinson 



Dear MRS. Robinson

• Matching
• Restriction 
• Stratification 

• Regression 

• Design



Limitations of regression

• Over-fitting with high-dimensional data
• “10 to 1” rule 

• Handling of non-linear relationships

• Handling of time-varying variables

• Inability to interpret images
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Machine Learning

• Definition: a form of artificial intelligence which mines data for 
patterns. These patterns can provide a rich understanding of the 
data and potentially aid in clinical prediction

• Supervised Learning 

• Unsupervised Learning 

James G , et al. An introduction to statistical learning



Machine Learning

Supervised Learning Unsupervised Learning

Random forests
Bagging 

Gradient boosting
Support vectors

Naïve Bayes 
Discriminant analysis

Logistic regression

Neural networks
Deep learning

K-means
Hierarchical

Principal 
componentsCan an automated algorithm detect diabetic 

retinopathy from retinal photographs ?
Is type 2 diabetes mellitus one disease? 

Or are their sub-types of patients? 



Risk of Unintentional Severe 
Hypoglycemia in Hospital 

(RUSHH)



Mr. B
ID: 80M admitted with pneumonia.

Medical history: diabetes, coronary artery disease, dialysis

Medications: insulin, aspirin, atorvastatin, metoprolol 
(new), moxifloxacin (new)

By day 5 he recovered from his pneumonia and was 
planned for discharge the following day (Friday).

Friday at 8AM we got a STAT page that he was 
unresponsive.

We assessed him, a bedside blood glucose was performed.
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Model building

• Training: 2013 – 2017 

• Validating: 2017 – 2018 

• Testing: 2019 – 2019 

• Implementation: 2020



Patient characteristics 

66 yrs

N = 8015

80%

90%

60%

40%

30%

83%

7.0%

87 µmol/L

A1C

Cr



Visualizing the problem
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Visualizing the problem
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0800 1200 2400 3600 4800

Prediction horizonModel input horizon

Interpretation: model provides a 
prediction for the subsequent 24 
hours based on the preceding 24 

hours (or more) of data



How our Model Works

• Prediction time: 08:00 

• Time horizon: 24 hours
• Analytic approach:
• Penalized regression
• Gradient boosted trees 
• Recurrent neural network 
• Ensemble



How the Model Works
• Time-varying features:

• Glucose (glucose_value, glucose_lowest, glucose_highest)

• Measures (measure_temperature, measure_sbp, …)

• Insulin (insulin_short, insulin_long, insulin_combo)

• Oral intake (oral_intake_pct, oral_intake_is_vomit, …)

• NPO (npo_mention_nursing_note, npo_midnight_nursing_note, …)

• Medications (med_hypoglycemia, med_hypoglycemia_high_risk, …)

• Static features:

• Demographics (age, gender)

• Dialysis (dialysis_acute, dialysis_chronic)

• Baseline measures (baseline_creatinine, baseline_albumin, …)

• Patient history (history_hypoglycemia, history_diabetes, …)



Model Train Validation Test

xgboost 3.9 0.93 (0.5) 0.81 (0.08) 0.83 (0.06)

RNN 3.9 0.78 (0.07) 0.74 (0.05) 0.78 (0.05)

Ensemble 3.9 0.92 (0.49) 0.8 (0.08) 0.83 (0.06)

xgboost 4.9 0.88 (0.58) 0.75 (0.18) 0.78 (0.18)

RNN 4.9 0.79 (0.27) 0.73 (0.18) 0.76 (0.17)

Ensemble 4.9 0.88 (0.58) 0.75 (0.18) 0.78 (0.18)

xgboost 5.9 0.83 (0.67) 0.75 (0.45) 0.75 (0.39)

RNN 5.9 0.75 (0.52) 0.71 (0.41) 0.73 (0.37)

Ensemble 5.9 0.83 (0.67) 0.75 (0.46) 0.75 (0.39)

Model AUC



paulvanderlaken.com

https://paulvanderlaken.com/


1. Predicted probabilities grouped into 
empirical deciles

2. X-axis = the average predicted probability in 
each decile

3. Y-axis = the proportion of cases in each group 
that had hypoglycemia



Other model metrics

Positive predictive value < 5% sucks !! 





Model implementation 

• Iterative process that requires constant 
communication with your end user 



Model implementation pearls

1. It is EASY to run a model on cleaned 
retrospective data. 



Model implementation pearls

1. It is EASY to run a model on cleaned 
retrospective data. 

2. Implementing a model requires a completely 
different skillset



Implementing a model 
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Model implementation pearls

1. It is EASY to run a model on cleaned 
retrospective data. 

2. It is HARD to implement a model and ensure 
your data pipelines are in place and working 

3. Spend time with your end-user in their native 
environment

4. Understand their daily workflow and what 
“pisses them off” 

5. See what their data looks like from the “front 
end”, can you find it in the  “back-end”? 



RUSHH implementation 

• Daily email with list of patients at highest decile of 
risk of severe hypoglycemia 





Predicting ER Volumes 
• Research question: Can we leverage machine 

learning techniques to predict how many patients 
will show up to the ER each day? 

• Study design: Prospective cohort study at 3 
hospitals in the greater Toronto area 

• Variables of interest: historical data, holidays, 
weather, major events in Toronto 



Analytic approach 

• Neural network 
• Random Forest 
• ARIMA model
• Exponential smoothing state space model

• Models were trained and validated using data from 
2016 to 2019 and the results provided are from 
2019 – 2020 [test set]



Exponential smooth state model





Main findings

• About 95% accurate at predicting ER volumes

• Also able to predict 
• Level of patient acuity 
• Number of mental health related visits 



Sautle Ste Marie 



Implementation in the Sault

• End-users: nurse managers, ER doctors 

• Plumbers: IT, data engineers 

• Analysts: David Dai, Yang Zhu



Input from end-users

• Nursing manager
• Nurses call in sick every day and we need to decide, do 

we replace the sick call?
• We need something that is accurate, reliable, and simple

• Emergency medicine doctors 
• It would be great if we can predict far in advance so that 

we can schedule accordingly 
• We also have an ER doctor on back-up each day, but we 

have now reliable or pre-emptive method of knowing 
when to call them in 







Pearls on implementation

1. Spend a few minutes to understand the basic 
research question / overall objective 

2. Pair the research question with the ideal design
3. Ask yourself, do we even need fancy ML ? 
4. Make sure your team includes a non-data person 

who has content expertise 
5. Spend time with your end-user to understand 

their day to day workflow 
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